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PREFACE.

BEYOND the information conveyed by its title-page as to the
contents of the somewhat thick and perhaps lieavy pamphlet
which the reader now holds in his hands, the writer would
state, that, while his main purpose has been to discuss the
American question, - whether it is best for the United States,
at the present juncture, to repeal all its neutrality laws, or
"scale" them down (in General Banks's phrase) to an indefinitely low level, -

he has at the same time undertaken to treat

the general and scientifically important topic, of what constitutes the true duty of a neutral nation towards its belligerent
neighbors and allies.

As a supplementary branch of the first

inquiry, and as a practical illustration of the second, he has further touched upon some general considerations of what ought
to be the true future neutral policy of the people of the
U nitcd States.

These divisions of his subject-matter consti-

tute, in fact, his "Honorable Past and Expedient Future of
American Neutrality."
B eyond thus much of primary intent, the writer takes advantage of the present opportunity, to further discuss, incidentally
and secondarily, various great questions of the day, now pressing
upon public attention, and which may, at any moment, demand
the political action of the American voter or his congressional
representatives. Such are the settlement of the "Alabama"
and similar claims upon England for the devastations of
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Confederate cruisers ; the proposition of the British GoYcrnment, that the United States should co-operate with it in a
1\fotual Reform of the Neutrality Laws of the two nations;
what is our just Duty in regard to Fcnianism ; and whether
we are called upon to put forth some New (:Monroe) Decla- 1
ration of Foreign Policy.
To the American general reader, the writer would especially
commend the first and last parts of his pamphlet, - those in
which he treats of the past and the future of the country's history. On all of tbe subjects above named, however, every
American, according to the theory of his free government, is
bound to have an intelligent and decided opinion ; but, as to his
country's honorable record in the past, the writer believes that
every follow-countryman ought to share with him in a feeling
of just pride at being a member of a nation so honorably distinguished as our ow~. Now that we have fought three wars of
national independence or existence, and, with God's blessing,
have come out of the last and worst struggle a great and free,
if not a united, people, it is not. for us to feel any longer that
we have not an established nationality. '\Ve are no longer - I
affirm it-new men, "novi homines," in the family of nations.
But we have an ancestry and an inherited reputation from the
,:V-ashingtons, the Adamses, the Hamiltons, the Marshalls,
the Jeffcrsons, the Madisons, &c., such as hardly belongs to
any other nation of the globe. My just deduction from this
premise, however, is, that we are called upon all the more
to see to it that the sons do not degenerate from their fathers'
noble example.
Of the past of our national record, so far as the writer has
undertaken to make a study, 01· historical sketch, - not paint
the historical picture, for which he hopes his sketch may serve
as a hint, - he confidently trusts that its perusal will give
pleasure to his American readers. Ile ventures to believe that
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he has brought to light new facts in our Neutral History before unknown or forgotten, and that his combination of materials to fairly bring out our national transactions of that day is
quite his own ; at least, he is quite unconscious of its existence
elsewhere. His only wonder is t~at publicists and jurists like
Marshall, Kent, and "\iVheaton, who were born and brought up
with American Ncutrality,-nay, who may be said themselves to
compose a great and an honorable part of our neutral renown,should have had so little to say on this topic. It only begets,
in the writer's mind, a distrust lest he may himself have exaggerated the importance of his study. He submits his delinea_.
tion, howeve1·, to the candor of his readers, conscious of h;lVing
been actuated by a sincere desire of stating only the truth ; and
perfectly sure, that, if he is accurate in his delineatory outline,
that portion of American history which he only sketches in
pencil ought forthwith to be painted in full by some more competent artist, and put into the hands of every voter in the
United States, to inform him what it is to be invested with
the birthright of an American citizen.
The writer forbears comment on other portions of his pamphlet, particularly on the discussion of our relations with
England, now so important and interesting, and which have
grown almost every day more and more so, since he first took
up his pen, several weeks since. He must, however, make an
exception so far as to say a word upon its concluding division,
in which he ventures in some degree to cast the horoscope of
the American future. Perhaps in this portion of the work, as
a discussion of the scientific and yet practical principles of neutrality, the professed student of public law may find most to
interest him. The writer's views may seem rather those of the
moralist than the publicist; yet he ventures to put them forth,
in the belief that national actions, like private morals, are growing more and more subject to the domain of moral justice ; and
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that, whether the statesman will or no, he must inquire of
the enlightened public sense of mankind - another name for the
progress of civilization - whether his measures are worthy of
national approbation and adoption.
BosTON, December, 1866.
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